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WorkSys - system ready to help build a
functioning ecosystem that reflects and
supports the role of the partnership model
and also supports the role of key market
players in Smart Industry projects.

The industry currently faces the need to transform human activity into creative activity and
to assign physically demanding routine work to machinery and systems. Smart Industry
envisions a simplified interface between the customer, the manufacturer, the supplier, and
sales channels, and seeks the creation of more dignified working conditions.
Smart Industry can solve all real problems the manufacturers encounter. The Industry
4.0 principle including its supported automation technologies, integration and
optimised production processes, may shorten the duration of cycles, improve the

WorkSys is an open, collaborative and
sustainable ecosystem built on ready
solutions for smart self-government, based
on an accepted reference architecture,
interoperability standards, and shared
components.

quality of products and implement efficiency throughout product-related activities, and
globally increase the production growth of highly customised products.
The main result of Smart Industry is the step from “centralised” to “decentralised”
production when the machinery both processes the product and communicates on
multiple levels and reacts to production needs in real time.
Smart Industry’s top objective is also the creation of a mutually interconnected
production plant network which will cooperate within the supply chain.
WorkSys means an innovative and sustainable solution for Smart Industry. Further
quality increases, and the broadening and inclusion of new requirements and
functions now and in the future allows the continuous following up of current trends
in the Industrial sector.

INNOVATIVE AND
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
FOR SMART INDUSTRY
At this stage, WorkSys has no ambition to directly enter production processes.
These are clearly determined by MRP and ERP systems and are very sensitive
to any intervention.
However, system developers use unoccupied space in the processes of

And all without the direct need for IT infrastructure, as the lighting system is
used in the factory.
Gradually, measures can be taken that generate additional additional savings,
from energy, through logistics, the production process to personnel costs.

detailed understanding of the real life of a factory that MRP or ERP systems

In some of the next articles, we will discuss more detailed requirements for

do not cover.

hardware, software, IoT architecture and, of course, provide references from

Direct collection of sensor data or easy integration from other data sources

customer applications.

in one place, FactoryDashboard complements the mosaic and generates a

We realize that no single vendoor vendor will be able to provide all the

better understanding of the real state and functioning of industrial entities

application features needed to implement an intelligent industrial IoT

through various data slices.

ecosystem, but we want to be a partner in building these ecosystems.

THE SOLUTION – AN IOT

PLATFORM – THE NERVOUS
SYSTEM OF A SMART FACTORY

An IoT platform like WorkSys is basically a nervous system of any factory.
It connects different functional units, machines and sensors with humans,
it transfers signals in both ways, stores and analyzes data and it must be
capable to exhibit an intelligence to some extent.

INNOVATIVE AND
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
FOR SMART INDUSTRY

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM OF A SMART FACTORY
AI – ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
PROCESS
AUTOMATION

MANUFACTURING
MACHINES

Lighting as a network
Lighting as an infrastructure and communication bus
IoT Platform

LEGACY
SYSTEMS

LIGHTING

Solutions and Services

DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM
FactoryDashboard
FactoryStudio
PerformanceDashboard
DigitalIntelligence
SENSORS

AUGMENTED
REALITY

3D
SCANNING

ROBOTS

ApplicationStore
Logs & Events
DigitalAdmin

LIGHTING
AS A NETWORK
The main reason is that lights can be

accidental damage. This means also

found in all important parts of the factory.

better conditions for the propagation of

Every light is evenly distributed. Every light

RF communication and an ideal location

could be replaced with an IoT-ready LED

for installing cameras and sensors. There is

luminaire and it brings infrastructure and

no need to build a new electricity grid. It is

savings to the owner.

possible to use the power network of the
lighting system. A constant 230V power

The lights are ideally distributed and

supply forms the basis for most sensors

spaced, which means their installation

and devices in SmartIndustry.

height

provides

benefit

in

lighting

distribution also for monitoring, data

You do not need to build a new electric

collection and it also protects them from

grid as it is possible to use the power
network of the lighting system.

Ghada IoT

Why via lighting?
• UNIFORMLY LOCATED NETWORK IN THE INDUSTRY
• ECONOMICAL FINANCING THROUGH ENERGY SAVING

You don’t need to build a new
electric grid, it is possible to use
the power network of the lighting
system.

• SMART NETWORK BY LIGHTING REPLACEMENT
• CONSTANT VOLTAGE AVAILABLE AT 230V
• SUITABLE POSITIONING AT HEIGHTS
• SIMPLE ADMINISTRATION AND MAINTENANCE

WORKSYS – USES LIGHTING
AS INFRASTRUCTURE
WorkSys can smartly connect to existing power distribution

Existing luminaries can be replaced with a highly energy-efficient version
of LED lighting with DALI control.

Electric Distribution Box

RVO

Prestige IoT

Interactive
Control

EDB
EDB

EDB

DALI
Sensor / Motion Sensor /
Daylight Sensor
Manual Control
Control Unit
Consumption Measurement
Web Driver

LIGHTING
AS INFRASTRUCTURE

LIGHTING
AS INFRASTRUCTURE
DeeBridge

New infrastructure as a Digital processes communication bus, just use

DeeBridge allows for simple control and monitoring of small and medium

effectively exist electrical grid of Lighting system

size DALI light installations (up to 3 DALI lines) for further energy and
maintenance cost savings.

- DEE BRIDGE

- First step towards digitization

Other benefits of DEEBRIDGE:

- PLC

- Allows for intuitive control of DALI

- Preset and customizable lighting scenes

- Sensor Network, PLC

installations from computers, tablets and

- Status function

- Sensor Network RF

smartphones

- Basic and Human centric schedules

- Provides dimming control via simple user

- Sensor Network, GSM

interface
- Basis of IoT WorkSys ecosystem is

the network of existing electricity

the concept of simple infrastructure

distribution, which does not enter the

building based on the existing lighting

existing infrastructure of electrical grid

system of each industrial entity

network of the lighting system

- Lighting system is ideally distributed
and

spaced,

which

means

that

the installation height provides an

- Without

additional

investment,

works, engineering, construction and
construction modification

of

- Constant power in the system - WorkSys

monitoring, data collection and also

can only turn off the luminaires digitally,

protects from accidental damage

guarantees a permanent 230 V power

advantage

in

the

distribution

- No need to build a new communication
infrastructure and it is possible to use

supply required for sensors and devices

- Offers standard or advanced Tunable
White and RGB control

- Two- level password protection
- Human centric schedules
- Floor-plan
and Mac

function

for

Windows

LIGHTING
AS INFRASTRUCTURE
PowerLine Communication PLC

LIGHTING
AS INFRASTRUCTURE
Sensor Network, PLC

PLC/Ethernet Bridge enables simple plug and play local IP network creation

Sensor network represents flexible solution for data collection from various

by using the existing mains infrastructure as a medium.

types of industrial sensors.

- Up to 32 independent Ethernet over PLC
networks
- Simple DIP switch for network ID
selection and Master/Slave setting
- One IP device can be connected to each
PLC / Ethernet Bridge Slave, which also
supports PoE function (up to 15 W)

- Up to 31 slave devices can be connected
to a single Master Device with one
independent local network
- 100 Mbit Ethernet support
- Range: 250 m per hop, up to 10 hops

- Supports high level industrial standard

- Insensitive to layout changes

RS485
- Supports low level logic standard UART
- The

- Local data collection using PLC

sensors

can

on different levels

be

integrated

- Edge device inside distribution

LIGHTING
AS INFRASTRUCTURE
Sensor Network, RF

LIGHTING
AS INFRASTRUCTURE
Sensor Network, GSM

Sensor network represents flexible solution for data collection from various

Sensor network represents flexible solution for data collection from various

types of industrial sensors.

types of industrial sensors.

- Supports high level industrial standard

- Independent to mains infrastructure

RS485
- Supports low level logic standard UART
- The

- Local data collection using RF

sensors

can

on different levels

be

integrated

- Supports battery powered truly wireless
sensors
- Edge device inside distribution

- Supports high level industrial standard
RS485
- Supports low level logic standard UART
- Sensors can be integrated on different
levels
- Direct data collection via cellular network
(2G or NB-IoT)

- Fully

separated

from

existing

infrastructure
- No

need

of

distribution box

Edge

device

inside

WORKSYS
IOT PLATFORM
In simple terms, the purpose of any IoT

Things applications on the go.

device is to connect with other IoT devices

WorkSys is an open platform integrating

and applications (cloud-based mostly) to

multiple applications and they build

relay information using internet transfer

SmartIndustry. Our platform works as an

protocols.

application provider able to customise

The gap between the device sensors

and re-use existing data, components and

and data networks is filled by an IoT

visualisation.

Platform. Such a platform connects the

It is also a data provider that gets data

data network to the sensor arrangement

through BigData systems. The platform

and provides insights using back-end

works as a service provider which uses

applications to make sense of a plethora

opened API and 3rd party applications or

of data generated by hundreds of sensors.

systems. WorkSys also has the ability to

The IoT platform is available now to

expand through partner solutions.

provide the option to deploy Internet of

Basic Characteristic and Parameters
of IIoT Platform
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opensource on all layers
Based on standarts
Sharing components
Interoperability
Modularity
Ready to help build digital ecosystem
Performance-oriented infrastructure
Holistic life-user experience
Partner-enabling rich application platform
to develop and deploy their applications

WORKSYS
ARCHITECTURE

WORKSYS
ARCHITECTURE
Business Applications & Other Systems
FACTORY STUDIO A PLATFORM SOLUTIONS

FACTORY DASHBOARD

3rd PARTY SENSORS & APPLICATIONS

Platform WorkSys

Interfaces (open source)
GRAPHICAL CLIENTS

IOT PLATFORM

COMMON API

INTEGRATION - API INTERFACE

IAM

RULE ENGINE

BIG DATA INTEGRATION

Connectivity
WorkSys IoT GATEWAY

Ethernet

Edge Devices

3rd PARTY
DEVICES

MQTT

Sigfox

ZigBee

LoRaWAN

Ethernet, Sigfox,
LoRaWAN, etc.

WorkSys EDGE

ASSET
ASSET
IoT
DEVICES

OPC-UA

Smart Devices
3rd PARTY
DEVICES

ASSET
3rd PARTY
ASSET
DEVICES

ASSET
ASSET
DEVICES

...

LIGHTING

Boxes, luminaires, sensors, control panels,
etc.). The user could easily view news and

The WorkSys lighting module
provides access to the management
and monitoring of industrial
lighting where the implementation
of specific operations are made
via modern widgets. It means
that the module is summarised
in 5 chapters: Control, Data,
Optimisation, Prediction and
Maintenance.

events for better orientation in the system.
Mapping of luminaires
in the form of Groups,
Models of Luminaires, Distribution boxes,
Virtual Points and its statuses.

Another widget provides the following
measured functionalities, such as the ability
to set the full overview of GUI, the creation
of individual widgets, review statistics plus
full device monitoring. The user of the system
and map could easily check lots of important
information via edit view. Maintenance is fully
in his hands so switching to a different map
type or another device can be done quickly

The system offers widgets, which show maps

and easily. The system does not offer only

with displayed entities (Electrical Distribution

view functions, but also maintain options

Overview of
Luminaires

such as inserting virtual points, marking

Accessibility into the system is again highly

usage, the opportunity to manually refresh

devices to see, creating device groups or

multifunctional. The user is able to login into

data and change a luminaire‘s values are

monitoring the status of devices.

the system from a computer, tablet, or even

a must. The view shows error notification,

from a smart phone. On all devices the user

measured parameters, history of luminaire

can see full information about the current

measurement and luminaire changes in detail.

luminaire, its setting and measurements.

Overview of Schedulers

Luminaires Groups and Scenes

The smart system can reduce costs by

We believe that the energy saving will become

automated data collection, and user-friendly

the real priority of every modern factory. The

local control provides autonomy for its user.

opportunity to check consumption, even the

The alert modules provide a full overview

saving of energy on daily, weekly, monthly or

of used luminaires. The user is able to have

annually bases, is among the most important

an overview of a luminaire‘s attributes, its

functions of our system. The control system

measurements, map, fault notification and

provides many functions which are helpful

Event notification under one view. As its

for its users. It provides a basic overview of

functionalities are set up for easy and friendly

the status of each device managed by the

Lamp failure

Errors list

ENERGY SAVING
An energy saving management
system is available for many
diverse applications.

View of the
luminaire fail
position

Its installation can easily collect reliable
and fault tolerant information for your
smart water and energy measurement,
energy monitors, and much more.

It can be applied to see advanced and
flexible data visualisation. The alarm
widgets react to every unexpected
situation automatically.
platform. The information section is very

monthly bases. The user is able to download

useful, as there we can check information

the necessary parameters into a report

The management system is available

from events, alarms and reports. In the event

and send them via email. It offers also the

to group existing entities through

part you can record the activity of every user

possibility to download reports in XMLS

relations

at a specific time and the impact of the user

format, so it is really easy to process data for

metering data with high efficiency.

authorisation level. The alarm control view

other required actions. It is possible also to set

can record users and archive every issue

up different roles or user authorisation levels.

The

and error message. The alarm part includes

It means that the owner can set up different

customizable to analyse and share

management by utilizing ThingsBoard

fault troubleshooting management, which

roles for different users.

smart metering monitoring results.

API to control and manage smart

One really interesting and useful

meters.

announces the occurrence of a disorder,

and

end-user

it

analyses

smart

dashboards

are

the duration of troubleshooting, failures

The other multifunctional possibilities of the

function is the availability to integrate

or associate a problem with a specific user.

control system are individually customisable

analytics frameworks and solutions

The control reports offer the customer full

widgets and the set of specific views for

with 3rd parties. It ensures advanced

maintenance. The user is able to set up

users’ home page.

metering usage results.

measurement reports on daily, weekly or

An

application

enables

metering

VIDEO
ANALYSIS
digital signal processes circuits to ensure

NOISE
DETECTION

high detection sensitivity. The high resistance

It is possible by using sound sensors to

to false alarms remains preserved.

draw attention not only to the upcoming

The video analytics module streamlines the
automated supervision of critical events. The

noise transference but also, thanks to
Options:

frequency analysis, also recognize the

- Detection of unauthorized camera

number of engine speeds and highlight
their high load or excessive wear.

manipulation
- Smoke detection
- Volume detection by colour
- Move detection
- Fire detection

FIRE
DETECTION,
DANGEROUS
GASES
DETECTION

- Object detection in the marked zone

The system can be connected with
other various sensors and can be used
to warn about danger in the area (gas
leak, fire ...) by using light strobes.

FIRE
ALARM

GAS
ALARM

PRODUCTION FLOW
MONITORING
The production flow monitoring
system monitors machine
performance and handling, and
provides a better overview of
production, downtimes and
their causes. It also helps to
reduce production time and
make production more efficient.

Scanned data is transferred
through the server to an information system database, what
is allowing managers to monitor
the performance of individual
production batches in real time.

MACHINE RECORDS
MONITORING DATA
FROM MACHINES

DIGITIZATION
AND USE OF DATA

The machine data tracking system is

Industry 4.0 collects a lot of data. By

a set of technical elements that serve

recording and storing them throughout

to

evaluate

the product‘s life-cycle, in the event of a

production

problem or complaint we are able to find

machines. The output is information

out where and when an error occurred,

for

required

which parts are faulty and in which

format (numerical or graphical), which

products they are installed. Subsequently

enables weaknesses in the production

the owners can be contacted and a

process to be detected and areas where

replacement or repair can be smoothly

productivity and efficiency can be

made.

retrieve,

production

In modern production, the
quality check is not only at
the end of the production
line, but the semi-finished
products are also checked
continuously.

transmit
data

management

and

from

in

the

increased to be identified.

Data monitoring:
- The quantity of produced products

Benefits:

Benefits:

- Order execution speeds in real time

- Overview of production amount and

- Elimination of errors in evidence by

- Number of errors

reserves

eliminating the human factor

- Duration and type of failure

- Increase in productivity

- Monitor the current device status

- Response speed and duration of service

- Reduces defectiveness

- Online process monitoring

- Tracking machine time, norms and

- Ongoing production results statistics

- The opportunity to intervene

- Current background for creating

- A complete overview of machine productivity

other costs

calculations
- Retrospective of individual operations
(complaint)

- Database of actual and exact data

COMPREHENSIVE RTLS

(REAL-TIME LOCALIZATION SYSTEM)
Monitoring the movement
of mounting parts in the
production flow

successfully deployed in many industries
and areas for streamlining production,
automating existing ones processes and
reduce overhead costs In the automotive

- Comprehensive

RTLS

(Real-Time

map, overview tables, statistical data,

Localization System)
- Universal

connection

a clear web application – interactive

to

existing

technological equipment

configuration automatic recording and
others
- This

system

can

be

successfully

RTLS

(Real-Time

environment, we monitor the movement

- Automatic identification upload

System)

universal

of several thousand cars in the production

- Collection of statistical data with the

existing

technological

flow of final assemblies on a daily basis.

possibility of subsequent evaluation and

areas

identification

Watched the bodies are equipped with

predictions

automating existing ones processes and

upload collection of statistical data with

a wireless identifier throughout the

the possibility of subsequent evaluation

installation. The

and predictions the system allows the

localization installed reading devices in the

display of the obtained data in graphical

covered area. The obtained identification

form using a clear web application

together with the position is then used

–

for automatic uploading to production

Comprehensive
Localization
connection

to

equipmentautomatic

interactive

map,

overview

tables,

statistical data, configuration automatic
recording and others this system can be

system is used for its

technological equipment.

- The system allows the display of the
obtained data in graphical form using

deployed in many industries and
for

streamlining

reduce overhead costs

production,

ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

Through a holistic approach to various external systems

Energy Monitoring Sensors

ELECTRICITY MONITORING
GAS MONITORING
WATER MONITORING

REAL-TIME OVERVIEW OF ALL SENSORS – WHAT’S HAPPENING RIGHT NOW

Upcoming products and features
- Thermostat

- 1-phase DIN module

- C02 (carbon dioxide) sensor

- Flood sensor

- CO (carbon monoxide) sensor

- Flood stopvalve

- Plugsense with extension cord

- Universal button

- 3-phase DIN module

- Motion sensor

- electric submeter

- Door/window sensor

WORKSYS
USER VIEW (HOME PAGE)

FactoryDashboard
(Digital Twin of Factory)
which allows collecting and visualising
informations from different systems (such
as machine detection, fire detection, noise
detection, production flow monitoring,
safety,

waste

management,

energy

management or lighting management) in
one place.
Everything in one place is a basic premise
and the reason for existence of a single
FactoryDashboard. Currently, factories
FactoryDashboard

FactoryStudio

PerformanceDashboard

DigitalIntelligence

ApplicationStore

Logs & Events

DigitalAdmin

use different partial IoT devices which
do not provide a comprehensive, unified
overview, lacking an analytical module
and interactivity.
Many factories have already implemented
various digital points (sensors, cameras,
radars, …) without knowing the full
potential of functionality

We have created a unique title page and

of WorkSys ecosystems and organization

– where are the data stored, real

equipment for you - a key and basic task of

of the process and deployment from the

status of the devices, real time, …

all IIoT systems and it is an intuitive, user-

beginning.

FactoryDashboard is an online real time

friendly and ergonomic organization of

First, we thought about the overall

view of digital factory – implemented

digital ecosystem and plant environment.

concept and the final solution repeated

solutions, their placement, all measured

The key target of our solution is the

approaches will allow us to constantly

parameters, functionality and statuses

necessity of comprehensive equipment

improve.

of all devices, what happens/ does not
happen with data and much more.

DIGITALIZATION OF FACTORY
FactoryDashboard

REAL-TIME MONITORING
FactoryDashboard

WorkSys presents comfortable tool for real-time monitoring.

Customizable alerts – early warning of crisis scenarios

Benefits:
- Real-time information and monitoring
- Possibility to create user alerts
(notifications)
- Early warning of crisis scenarios
- Easy creation of custom KPIs and
graphical analyzes
- Easy integration to existing systems

- Possibility to visualize data on map or
charts
- Analysis tools for collected data
- Machine Learning and Data Anomaly
Detection
- Can be used without the need for local
IT resources

Custom defined KPIs – customized control mechanisms and conditions

FactoryStudio

DIGITALIZATION OF FACTORY
FactoryStudio

– a very user-friendly and effective tool
at the very beginning of the digitization

WorkSys presents comfortable tool for monitoring and modeling of digital

process

image of a factory.

in

factory.

Allows

you

to

conveniently and efficiently create digital
images of company.

Benefits:

It enables to graphically divide the company

- Factory drawing on a map

into different zones, even geographically

- Takes into account multiple geographical

distant, is advantage for larger companies.

- Allows partitioning as needed

individual zones, such as halls, buildings,

- Creates

individual offices or production lines. All
this in a logical tree structure expressing a
logical hierarchy. The actual placement of
IoT devices such as lights, sensors, digital
meters, EDGE devices, etc. they can easily
be dragged into their planned or existing
location.
FactoryStudio takes into account the
3D dimension and the floor level for the
zone or the device, you can prepare views
clearly through the individual height levels
without limiting the to up or downwards.
When changing any parameters, it is also
possible to quickly modify existing settings,
positions or other attributes or IoT or IIoT
devices themselves.

terms of company logic
- Can handle any type of a building (office,

locations

It is easy to create other logical areas in

but it is equally convenient to draw up

- Hierarchical organization of objects in

individual

landscapes

manufacturing, warehouses,...)
for

buildings and floors
- Possibility of color differentiation of
individual objects and their parts

- Possible to divide up to individual
production parts, rooms, machines,...
- Wide range of already prepared sensors
and devices

PerformanceDashboard
– is a supportive analytics tool that is
ready to look at KPIs data through a
lens of performance control and digital
business efficiency.
It allows you to create your own groups
of different types of charts into custom
user dashboards tailored to the need
or track area that is specific to different
levels of business management - starting
with CEO, CFO, CSO, CTO, ..... ending
with lower level managers. Data is
always displayed according to their
specific position of the recipient, content,
responsibility and needs. For TOP and
middle management it enables to display
data also in currency expression, for
simple and easy understanding of the
status or trend.

PerformanceDashboard

DigitalIntelligence
– In a digital world with many devices
and multiple information channels, digital
intelligence is the ability to transform
digital data into real, user-oriented
information. It is a very understandable
tool that allows you to combine different
data regardless of their origin eg. Excel
files, ERP data, MRP data, or data from
other platforms and maximizes the
efficiency of the use of internal or external
data. With the same ease, it processes
and analyzes available open data or
geospacial data, which, in combination
with internal data, will help reveal hidden
information. By their analysis and mutual
combinations it enables to interpret the
results of analyzes very clearly and to
point to their further prediction. Thanks
to application clarity and simplicity, it is
also possible to look at data analysis to
non-data analysts.

DigitalIntelligence

ApplicationStore
– is a convenient repository for the most
advanced proven intelligent solutions in
its area. The aim is to enable the effective
identification of new missing solutions, or
to validate parameters of its own against
top solutions in the field. This is one of
the great benefits of a healthy ecosystem
that does not limit the acquisition of
solutions from only one vendor, thereby
eliminating vendor lock-in risks.

ApplicationStore

Logs & Events
– given the overall complexity of the
digitization process and the significance
of the data used for the management
itself, all considerably worthy changes
in the system must be identified and
recorded appropriately. WorkSys registers
up to 7 types of different reports and
enables individual access to them. From
Emergency (System is unusable = A panic
condition), Alert (Action must be taken
immediately), Critical, Error, Warning,
Notice,

to

Information

and

Debug

messages to help easily integrate local
peripherals and systems, but centralize
reports from them in one place.
A mature but not complicated reporting
system is an important cube in the
professional solution puzzle.

Logs & Events

DigitalAdmin
- Tool supporting whole digitization
process from legislative, economic and
process control, helping you in internal
and external Digital audit processes
- Records gradually and chronologically
all

key

deployments,

INNOVATIVE AND
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
FOR SMART INDUSTRY

changes,

integration and implementation of the
digital ecosystem from a legislative,
economic and management point of

- Completed digital environment in industry ecosystems

view
- Simplifies

WorkSys Benefits

the

process,

transfer,

facilitates the audit of the digital

- Brings to the ecosystem to the organization of the entire Digital Industry
environment

ecosystem

- An efficient and reliable way to Industry 4.0

- Maps all key legislative and economic
steps
- It is a memory of all the key steps

- The path to financial efficiency and significant savings
- Excellent IoT Smart Data Platform for Industry

that have taken place in the digital

- Lighting as an infrastructure and data network

ecosystem from its deployment to the

- Support for sustainable building Digital Ecosystem - Application Store

day of need
- Records, registers, collects, processes
and visualizes all essential legislative,
economic and procedural facts of
the digital ecosystem in the form
of selection of important facts into
precisely digital information cards

- FactoryDashboard - a complete digotalization map in one place
- FactoryStudio - Allows you to conveniently and efficiently create digital
images of company
- DigitalIntelligence - a simple and professional tool to support data
analytics, prediction
- PerformanceDashboard - supportive analytics tool for all layers of users
- DigitalAdmin - supporting digitization process from legislative, economic
and process control, helping you in Digital audit processes

REFERENCES
SMART METERING
& MONITORING

REFERENCES
SMART LIGHTING

MACHINERY
MONITORING
Identification of reserves
in machine utilization

GAS COMPOSITION
ANALYZERS
Wobbe index analyzer

ŠKODA AUTO a.s.
Mladá Boleslav,
Czech Republic

KOS WIRE EUROPE
Lovosice, Czech Republic

USSTEEL
Košice, Slovakia

AMBIENT AIR
MONITORING
Compact Air Quality
Monitoring Station

SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
FOR INDUSTRY
Monitoring of baghouse
filters

COMBUSTION PROCESSES IN INDUSTRY
Measuring of flue
gas flow

MONDI SCP
Ružomberok, Slovakia

SLOVALCO
Žiar nad Hronom, Slovakia

SLOVNAFT
Bratislava, Slovakia

GAS COMPOSITION
ANALYSIS
Detection of toxic
and explosives gases

PARTICLE MONITORING SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
FOR INDUSTRY
Monitoring concentration
Particle monitoring
soluable substances
in clean room

PLASTIC OMNIUM
Lozorno, Slovakia

PHARMAGAL
Nitra, Slovakia

RT LOCATION SYSTEM
Persons, Goods and
Material Tracking

KOLIBA a.s.
Hriňová, Slovakia

SMART IOT LIGHTING BASED ON DIFFERENT INTEROPERABILITY SCENARIO
+ MAXIMALISATION OF LUMINAIRES ENERGY SAVING
WHIRLPOOL SLOVAKIA
Poprad, Slovakia

DELPHI
Mattighofen, Austria

NEUMAN ALUMINIUM
SLOVAKIA
Žarnovica, Slovakia

FIBROCHEM CHEMOSVIT
Svit, Slovakia

MADISON
Almelo, Netherland

HELLA SLOVAKIA
Nové Mesto nad Váhom,
Slovakia

MORAVSKÉ KOVÁRNY
MOKOV
Jihlava, Czech Republic

HECKER SOLAR
Chemnitz, Germany

UNOMEDICAL
Michalovce, Slovakia

REFERENCES
SMART LIGHTING

REFERENCES
SMART LIGHTING

SMART IOT LIGHTING BASED ON DIFFERENT INTEROPERABILITY SCENARIO
+ MAXIMALISATION OF LUMINAIRES ENERGY SAVING
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MINITÜB SLOVAKIA
Čeladice, Slovakia

ABB
Brno, Czech Republic

KONGSBERG
AUTOMOTIVE
Vráble, Slovakia

JOHNSON CONTROLS
Stráž pod Ralskem,
Czech Republic

ENDRICH GROUP
Nagold, Germany

LOGISTIC PARK
Senec, Slovakia

HENKEL
Krusevac, Serbia

FORBO
Malacky, Slovakia

PANASONIC
Trstená, Slovakia

ARCELOR MITTAL
Senica, Slovakia

DOOSAN BOBCAT EMEA
Dobříš, Czech Republic

DELPHI
Iasi, Romania

JOHNSON CONTROLS
Lučenec, Slovakia

TRIM LEADER
Martin, Slovakia

EIMSKIP
Reykjavík, Iceland

GROB AG
ZAHNRADFABRIK
Nebikon, Switzerland

EKOLTECH
Fiľakovo, Slovakia

GRAFOBAL
Skalica, Slovakia

OMS Intelligent Solutions, Ltd.
Dojč 419
906 02 Dojč
Slovakia
Phone: +421 34 694 0811
E-mail: info@oms-is.eu
www.oms-is.eu

